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Cradle

Needing, but yearning 
Goosebumps, yet burning 
You were the purest water 
Beautifully untouched

Suddenly pulled out and torn up
Your desecrated pieces floated down
Left to shrivel and wither
Rotting from the inside out

Held in tender hands
Watched under cautious eyes
Harmed by society’s demise
Suddenly, communities turned blind.

- Anonymous 
Image by Ashlee Molina 

I wish people knew that the stars were ours
I could stare at them for hours and write memoirs
But no matter how hard I stare
Even on the clearest night
There are only ever a few of them in sight

- Emma Krebs

Image by Brandon Trinidad
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Sophomore Year

Sophomore year of high school, we’re all about 15, 

Sophomore year of high school, 6 feet apart

Sophomore year of high school, this is not how it should start. 

Sophomore year of high school, behind the computer screen 

Instead of blue hallways, 

The blue lights glow in our eyes. 

Sophomore year of high school, the brightness way down low

Sophomore year of high school, this feels like a low blow. 

No sweet sixteens no music trips, no homecoming at all

Sophomore year of high school, I think we’ve lost it all.

- Jenna Fox

Image by Alison Lara
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- Olivia Chambers
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Green to White
- Anonymous

I had to live in my room so I 
made it my world. 

Dust brown comforters and 
fern green walls changed to 
flowering white. An unmatched 
dark-wood dresser and desk would 
be thrown out and replaced by a set 
of matching, light-wood furnishings. 
There would be no more generic 
cream door frames, but clean matte 
black ones. But that ugly fabric desk 
chair--that ugly chair-- it would stay. 
One by one the walls were hand 
painted with ultra pure glossy white 
paint, patchy all over but never the 
less perfect. The ceiling coming 
down above my bed making a 
triangle shape screamed to be 
changed and many changes 
happened. Black and white checkers 
on one side and bright yellow with 
records pinned onto it on the other. 
The 50 year old records that I stole 
from my uncle's attic fit perfectly into 
each other. All songs that I do not 
know, written by artists that I’ve 
never heard of before, but they all 
have beautiful colorful centers. They 
needed to be displayed, so up on the 
walls they went. One row here 
another there all standing out 
perfectly--but that yellow had to go. 
So down came the records and up 
went more white paint then loads of 
colors. 

All intertwined but separated 
with one white line. 

The colors all painted from 
the paint my grandma mailed me for 
my birthday when there was no 
toilet paper in the stores. Some have 
black lines throughout the inside of 
them, others don’t, I can't decide 
which to choose. To one side of the 
triangle I have the wall, filled with 
over 200 memories. Some I would 
like to rip down but they all 
happened so they all deserve to stay. 
I watch them at night, thinking about 
the years that fill them always 
wishing I had more. Some of these 
memories are not mine though, they 
are my mothers. Only three that sit in 
their own little corner telling a story 
from when she was young laughing 
with her friends. To the other side of 
the triangle though, is a wall that 
worries people, there is a teddy bear 
on it. Its body is in the middle, left 
arm to the far right, legs way above 
his head which is gone, but it is 
surrounded by colored flowers. 

My teddy bear lived a good 
life. 

Van Gogh paintings fill the 
other two walls, two Starry Nights 
both different sizes and saturated 
with different colors, and a one large 
Wheat Field above my dresser. along 
with plants, my paintings, books, 
and nic nacs.
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See, I am excited to see what is 
to come, but I know someone who 
won’t be, even though they have their 
own little corner. 

Doing this with no permission 
was beyond whatever anger my 
mother could ever feel. Sometimes it's 
better to ask for forgiveness than 
permission. 

Then when all is done and 
every bit of my room is finished, I will 
be packing up my clothes, my 
memories, my jewelry, my pencils, my 
blankes, all of me and go to college 
and create a new one. For even though 
only one room was green and I 
painted it white, I plan on doing this 
with all the rooms I enter in life. 

 Interesting little things that are 
throughout the room really, 
mushrooms painted over the black 
door frames, and a huge neon eye 
painted right next to my desk. 
Although these are just some of the 
things on my walls there is also the 
ceiling. One corner filled with a 
mosaic of broken CDs and another 
with an old curtain that is now filled 
with colors. There is a flag, right above 
my desk, that I don’t belong to, but my 
sister does. And I love my sister. 

Then lastly, a section of blue to 
represent the sky. 

Though this is part of what I’ve 
done so far it is not nearly what is to 
come. Fake grass will fill the wooden 
floors and there will be a bookshelf to 
replace containers at the end of my 
bed. There will be more and more 
memories pinned up on the wall, more 
than what should ever fit, and they 
will always remind me of life. The 
unfinished painted black square on the 
wall that sits next to those horrid 
containers will be turned into a Bob 
Ross painting but not soon enough. 
Having the base painted with oil 
paints, that black square with a hint of 
green will sit there for at least another 
month, maybe two. Image by Julianne Arduino
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Sometimes

Sometimes the thought of the future can be 
overwhelming

And the feeling of not feeling good enough or 
prepared enough creeps in 

You start visualizing all the possibilities of what may 
or may not happen 

Your thoughts become too cloudy 
 
You begin to convince yourself that it’s better to avoid 
it or distract yourself

However, you cannot change the past

Or the future 

If you’re scared of the future because of something 
that happened in the past

You are ruining your chances of ever being fully 
present

Because you can only control the present 

and even the present is temporary

Every moment is temporary

Soon your present moment will be replaced by a new 
one

So stop worrying about what could go wrong 

Rejoice in the possibility of what could go right 

And regardless of your circumstances, it’ll all just be a 
story one day 

Enjoy it unquestionably 

- Ashlee Molina 

Image by Rosie 
Marchini
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Found Poem

Long drives
A gravel road
Makeshift steps from rocky 
beaches

Old coffee ice cream
Moths on midnight lights
Birds in tree and sky

Lone fishing boat
Floating in wild water
Buoys drifting in calm waves

Golden hair on tile floor
Black, yellow, white dogs
Spoiled in natural home

Empty house
Plates packed in car

- Sean Dickason
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What I Told Myself Would Be the Last

i don’t foresee myself escaping the 
everlasting embers of your love.

the fingerprints you left behind seep into my 
skin and scatter themselves into my soul like 
ashes in the sea.

every depiction of love painted in my mind 
is centered around you- for even the 
happiest of love songs cause my heart to 
ache from default association.

the mirage of your love even manages to 
distract me from my coffee-stained journal, 
soaked in sappy nostalgia.

no matter the distance, lack of reciprocation, 
or circumstances, i love you still.

It’s too bad you’ve gone on your way while 
my heart is still encased in a music box full 
of love songs

that scream your name.

- Isabella Ruiz

Tea at the Inferno

i steep my honey lavender tea 

until it’s the color of your eyes:

a familiar hazel hue

that held my gaze

and shared my cries

an attraction of lavender and honey

a sweet yet unexpected pair

that could slow dance in an inferno

in heat only lovers can bear

- Isabella Ruiz

Love is a Losing Game

i bet she smelt of peppermint tea

when she packed her bags and vanished.

she would never return to the home she once built,

your once well-fed heart appeared famished.

she ran and ran as you chased her while wounded

i wearily called out your name

she insisted you jump, and when you asked how high,

i’d lost love, the great losing game.

- Isabella Ruiz

Image by Sophie Sylves-Berry 9
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Questions 

Why do you have pimples all over your skin?
Genetics
You should wash yourself more, why did you cut your hair?
I didn’t like it long anymore
You look like you're trying to be someone else, why is you room so 
messy?
I didn't clean it yet today
Of course you didn’t-slob, where is your brother?
I don’t know
Well you should, how long was he out for?
I don't know
Well you should, where did he go?
I don't know
Well you should, why are you wearing that?
I like it
Its showing your stomach, you’re asking for it
No I wasn’t
Why are you wearing that?
I like it
It's too baggy it makes you look like a boy
I’m comfortable 
Why are you wearing that?
I like it
It's too fancy- try hard, why are you talking so much?
I got excited
No one wants to hear you, why are you acting childish?
Its my personality
Stop acting like you in 7th grade, what shoes are those?
Comfy ones
They are ugly, why do you never try?
I do 
You still look bad, why aren’t you top 50 in your class?
I tried
Not hard enough, where are you going?
Away 
Where
From you. 

- Anonymous
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Excerpted from The Car Ride
- Charis Polycarpou

My mother entered the living room, 
paging through the pile of mail she picked up 
from the side table. She wore a tired smile, 
more sad than content. She sank into the 
fraying armchair a few feet away from me, 
distracted by her thoughts.

I stretched across the living room 
floor as I played with Cora. Her hair was cut 
short on one side with slightly burnt tips. She 
wore a bright red dress with a golden ribbon 
along its rim and a yellow stain across the 
back. Her eyelids opened and closed as I 
tilted her head, though the left one frequently 
got stuck shut. She was perfect.

My mother squeezed a letter in her 
fist. The paper crinkled in her hand and 
broke where her nails dug in. I looked up at 
the noise. She stared at the rest of the 
envelopes resting in her lap without seeing 
them. She let out a quiet scream before 
running out of the room. 

I hugged Cora to my chest.
When my mother returned, she held a 

small overnight bag and wore an ancient 
winter coat. She told me to come and put my 
shoes on quick. We sat together on the floor, 
lacing up our snow boats, my hands 
hindered by the doll I would not release. I 
followed her outside and into the blazing 
heat. The July sun radiated into my coat, 
baking my skin and boiling my blood. She 
led me to our red Subaru and I scrambled 
into the back seat. She sat down and began 
driving immediately. I fumbled to buckle my 
seat belt, the armrest of my car seat in the 
way and the gentle jostle of the already 
moving car knocking the belt out of my small 
hands. 

Not a single word was said the entire 
drive. I held Cora close to my chest. I tilted 
my head down so that my breath was lost in 
her hair. Once the rising of my chest slowed 
and it was clear no tears would come, I 
looked up again. I could not recognize the 
play being performed outside my window. 
None of the sets were familiar. We must have 
driven to a part of town I had never seen 
before. 

The car got on a highway and drove 
for sometime, until the highway became a 
town again. The town grew thinner as the 
trees grew thicker and soon we were on a 
highway again. Mother sat in the driver's seat 
staring straight ahead. 

I focused on the purple bag sitting 
next to her. I wanted to reach out and take it. 
Mother always had food hidden in her bag 
and my stomach was beginning to rumble. 
Her strange behavior warned me against 
asking for food or if we were there yet. I 
wanted to be there, wherever there was, as 
soon as possible. Food was to be eaten at 
regular intervals throughout the day. I was 
sure I missed one such interval. Normally 
when we got wherever we were going, there 
would be a meal. I began looking forward to 
that meal.

Cora moved about the car throughout 
the day. Sometimes she sat on my lap while I 
gazed out the window. Other times she lay 
beside me with my hand closed tightly 
around her waist as my head slumped 
forward and my eyes grew heavy. At one 
point she fell to the floor. My body collapsed 
across the armrest of my car seat and onto the 
empty seat beside me. My free arm dangled 
with my fingertips grazing her hair.
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When we started driving, the sun was high 
above us. We twisted and turned and it sank, 
bit by bit, making its way across the sky. 
Now it was low and beginning to turn the 
clouds pink with purple dancing between 
them. I needed to pee. I needed food. And I 
wanted out of the stuffy car where no one 
talked.

The car turned into a mostly empty 
parking lot in front of an odd building that 
sent shivers down my back. The windows of 
the motel were all dark, except for a light that 
shone through the tightly shut flower-printed 
curtains on the third floor and a set of 
windows lit by the entrance. 

Mother spoke softly with the man 
behind the desk and he gave us a room. I 
wondered, as we made our way to it, if the 
man noticed that Mother’s eyes did not shine. 
Something had shut the door that connected 
her with the world. It was then that it 
occurred to me that I might be the only one 
who saw that she wasn’t present. 

I lay in one of the beds, but sleep 
eluded me. The hunger beating at my 
stomach did not die down. Mother lay next 
to me, but she found sleep quickly. It took a 
long time for me to remember the vending 
machine we passed on our way to the room. I 
slipped out of bed and walked gingerly to the 
bag Mother had placed on the only table in 
the room. In the outside pocket, I found her 
wallet. I wasn’t sure which crisp paper bill to 
take, but I did not want to take more than 
one, in case she noticed. At the last second, I 
saw the room key on the table and decided to 
take it too. 

I felt odd leaving the room without an 
adult. I held the money and keycard close to 
my chest, Cora hanging over the side of my 
arm. It wasn’t until I stepped on a rock that I 
realized I never put on my snow boats. 

I think I might have bled, but I was much too 
interested in food to care.

I stood on my toes to reach up and 
slide the bill into the slot. Mother always told 
me which buttons to press. Without her, I did 
not know what to do, so I pressed a bunch at 
random. The machine spat out a bag of 
potato chips and chocolate chip cookies. I sat 
with my back against the machine and my 
knees curled in. I ate the chips begrudgingly, 
wishing they were a real potato. The salt 
dried out my mouth and I could feel the lack 
of substance as they fell into my stomach. 
They hit the bottom hard and at first my 
stomach convulsed. It did not take long to 
settle and be grateful for the food I had found 
it. After I finished the chips, I shoved the 
cookies down greedily. Luck was on my side 
when the machine gave me them. While they 
did not fill my stomach, they calmed my 
nerves the way food we enjoy does. 

Despite the floor near the machine 
reeking, I wanted to sit outside for as long as 
possible. The night air felt good on my skin. 
If I twisted my head, I could see stars past the 
overhang. The specks that littered the sky 
looked the same as they did from my 
bedroom window. When I climbed back into 
bed, Mother was still soundly asleep.

We got back in the car before the sun 
had fully risen when the air was still thick 
and the morning dew hung on leaves. There 
was still no talking, only a long road ahead to 
somewhere just as unfamiliar and 
unpleasant. This time I didn’t take my eyes 
away from the windows as we rode. Cora sat 
beside me, taking in the view with me. There 
were more trees and houses, people and cars. 
There were even some hills, mountains in the 
distance. 
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Image by 
Linette Kupfer

The car swerved abruptly and came 
to a halt by the side of the road. Mother 
turned her head all around, examining the 
scene in front of us. She shrugged off the 
winter coat she was still wearing. She turned 
to look at me and reached her long arm 
between the seats. Her hand brushed my 
cheek and my chin. Suddenly the car was not 
so quiet and the world was not so scary. 
Dangers only exist when mothers aren’t there 
to dismiss them. Mine was finally back. I 
dropped Cora onto the seat beside me, 
releasing her for the first time in two days.

She started the car again and drove us 
to an airport. She pulled out her phone, keys, 
and wallet from the purple bag and left it in 
the car. We got out quickly and rushed 
forward into the terminal. The plane ride 
home was exhilarating. It wasn’t until I was 
in bed that night that I realized I had left 
Cora inside our red Subaru. I never saw that 
car again and with it my lovingly dishevelled 
doll.
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Found Poem

Cracked house
He sizzles
Gray of skin
Peel of burn
Greeter
Behind nervous trees
She hustles us in
Shadows stutter
Eyes tired
Pantry
Parched bones
She fast food 
She buys one gets one free
Kitchen

- Anonymous

Barahona

Everything was beautiful
Everything was peaceful
The waves crashed the shore
The feeling of your feet digging into warm 
sand
The sound of children playing
The sound of people talking, singing
The sound of food vendors, trying to sell their 
goods
They were selling Yaniqueque, a Dominican, 
fried, crispy tortilla
The smell of the salty sea water
You felt comfortable.
Everything was blissful
Everything was tranquil.
Everything was.

- Anonymous

Image by Keanu Garcia 
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Aconitum Valley

The story time as old again
How they wept betwixt the oak and the loving fen
The lungs filled almost to their brims with affection
A fallen world lies before them then

How tragic may they seem to us
Dual cardinals, the lovers of Aconitum Valley
Yet cursed by the brown feathers upon their backs
A hand of cards sure to entreat the older poet 
Brooke
They turn and grant them each the look

Flowing hair is shorn by blade
Which lie in the grasp of the patriarch
Burning letters in the stove, thrown with anger
Under pressure the paned glass shall break
On bed, the bare clothing hanger
Return they did to their certain place
Rainwater splashed upon their feet once more
Fingers locked, not another soul in sight
As they held each other the dragonfly cried
And within their two homes, the chances died

- Grace Frankstone

Image by 
Amalia Wompa
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Angel Hill

At the foot of Angel Hill I looked above
Beauty below, Apollo set forth a dove
A bird of such vigor, such life, and such

Cometh you did, upon a morning of blue quiet
As the grandfather ticked on, I knew I was lost
There was no fight, no war nor a riot
The pines seemed to sway in a dance of their own
Great music heralded from their warm-welcoming arms
In the fabric of the sky, Hermes had it sewn

At the nose of Angel Hill, I looked to you with a thought
Beauty as my lead, Dionysus had far from forgot
A song that I had seen coming, ready or not

If only you knew, the great candle that burns
Should you weep, I should stumble
May we fall among the ferns
Of you, the dreams do not usher shame
Such wonder that you indulge me
In the cage of my bones, Hephaestus set it aflame

At the crown of Angel Hill, I looked before, my hand in your glove
Beauty alongside, Aphrodite consigned a dove
A bird of such comfort, such warmth, and such love

- Grace Frankstone

Image by 
Keanu Garcia
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Gatsby's Shadow

I thought of the green light
And Gatsby’s dream to grasp it
He believed in the orgastic future
Somewhere in the vast dark fields

the green light seemed so close 
He had rolled on under the night
Brooding at the end of Daisy’s dock
Gatsby recedes before us

we will run faster, year by year
beyond the obscurity of the city 
the current eluded us then
But tomorrow we beat on

- Anonymous

The Haunting of Gatsby

A white evening dress
Sparkles in the air 
A cold blue smoke 
Dangles over the side 

Death haunted the wrong house
But no one knows the name
No one cares after Gatsby
Distorted beyond solemn eyes

Men in dress suits turn home
Gravely drunk with power
Stiff walking lies along the sidewalk
With the East on a stretcher

- Anonymous

Image by Keanu Garcia

Images by Amelie Wills 
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Slivers 

You are the slivers of my soul
Two pieces, now made whole
The foundation in which I stand
And the soft ground where I land

You are the eagle, flying free
Alien to walls and captivity
A wandering traveler I let in
Seeking wisdom, on where to begin

You the great king’s silver and gold
An invaluable being, the one I hold
Sweet are your words that nurture my soul
A warm sustenance, cradled in the bowl 

You are the sky over my barren seas
A breath of fresh wind, a gentle breeze
And so your light comes seeping through
Blooming life, under my ocean blue

- Anonymous

Image by Amelie 
Wills

Loving You

Loving you is when I care for you
Loving you is to think about you 
when I don’t need to
Loving you is smiling  when I get a 
text message from you 
Loving you is laughing from a bad 
joke with you
Loving you is changing plans just to 
meet  you

Loving you is when I run towards 
you
Loving you is feeling those 
butterflies in my stomach
Loving you is creating memories 
with you
Loving you is never getting tired 
from talking to you   
 And everytime I think about you I 
remember how much I love you 
                                                                                                                       
- Paloma Grullon
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Wilted

Mourned and forlorn
Tongue set aflame 
Mouthful of cotton 
It’s mine to claim 

Lost, but not forgotten 
Neglected once again
Like caring for a friend
Until time I must lend 

Moments unspent
Words unspoken  
Slipped through hands
And dusted into the pan

- Anonymous 

Image by Ashlee Molina 
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Skiing
- Peter Ward

There are very few activities that I think about almost everyday, and skiing is 
one of them. I don't know why exactly I love it so much but I bet others can relate to 
this feeling of being obsessed with something or an activity. For some people it may 
be running, others it may be eating, for some it may be working out, or even seeing 
friends. It's an almost indescribable feeling, something that only one can feel 
themselves, but just can't explain. It's the feeling I get once I click my boots into my 
skis and begin to sway down the mountain and dip down into every little side jump 
possible.

 I started skiing around the age of seven. I was awful at the start, but 
progressively I got better. I started to learn on a mountain called Bromley in Vermont. 
It’s a small mountain for beginners and it was where my sibling, friends and I all 
learned how to ski. We constantly went on this one blue ranked trail that we called 
“armpit” because of the way the trail was shaped. Once we became more advanced 
we went on different trails and different mountains. Recently when I started to get 
more involved and dedicated to skiing is when I exponentially advanced. I started to 
get into skiing more because it began to make me feel a certain way, while skiing I 
just thought to myself that I could get a lot better if I try more. It  feels as though I'm 
merely a paint brush flowing across a page while going down an open trail. But that's 
not the best part, what's really the biggest thrill is weaving through woods creating 
your own trail and soothing through a couple of inches of fluffy powder. It's almost 
like you're floating through clouds. Once I get to the bottom the fun just gets to restart 
again.

On my way up I constantly scout out as much as I can, looking deep into the 
woods, looking for jumps, keeping in mind where the ice patches are. Once we’re off 
the lift we begin to head towards our destined trail, hitting every little jump on the 
sides, weaving around other people on the mountain, and just carving down the 
slopes and having the best time possible. When skiing I feel complete freedom 
because I'm able to choose my own path without any restrictions, or anyone telling 
me what I can or can't do.

Another great aspect of skiing is the flow of emotions that overtakes you 
depending on the trail. At times skiing can be beyond peaceful. Just going down a  
semi-flat trail looking around at all of nature, listening to music and not hearing 
anything else because the snow makes everything so quiet I feel alone and in the most 
peaceful state of mind. 
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In wood trails you'll be overwhelmed with sensation and creativity. I 
remember this one trail, Scarecrow was the name, it was a black diamond, the second 
hardest ranked trail. It was on the school ski trip last year just two weeks before 
school got shut down. The only way to get to this trail was to cut through a blocked 
off section that said “DO NOT ENTER.’’ Of course we entered, why wouldn't you? As 
soon as we went under that rope it felt like we entered a whole new mountain to 
ourselves. It actually felt like Narnia. I mean not a single sound could be heard, no 
other marks of anyone else coming through there. And we all knew that no one else 
would come through here because of the extravagant journey to this location. Now 
looking back at it I realized it was blocked off because it was a mountain bike trail for 
the summer. Before arriving at Scarecrow we actually were skiing over thin planks of 
wood with a stream running under it. After passing over that mountain bike trail we 
arrived at Scarecrow. The best way to describe the Scarecrow trail  was a semi- open 
wood trail with a tree placed every 20 feet or so. There were huge 10 foot high lumps 
in the ground and pump turns that we would go off and catch some air. While going 
down the trail I looked around and saw all 10 of my friends having an amazing time. 
As we got deeper into the trail it began to get more difficult. The trail became thinner, 
with more powder, and more trees. At one point there was a jump that actually 
allowed us to clear over a running stream. This was the last time that I felt this kind of 
freedom due to the pandemic. This was one of my favorite trails that I have ever gone 
on and I will not be forgetting it any time soon.  

Recently, I've tried to learn tricks on the terrain park. While trying to learn I 
began to realize the only way to get better is accepting the fate of falling hard and 
practicing. At times certain features could be dangerous if you fall awkwardly. These 
features could vary from 20 foot jumps, to metal tubes, to skinny poles and my 
favorite, the boxes. Balance is truly key to skiing and the only way to have better 
balance is by going faster and practice. Skiing is an art form, and I will be a lifelong 
artist on the mountain.  



- Olivia Chambers
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Jim’s Story

I lived a life of unjust pain
A dark puppet, a white man’s tool
Longing to see my family again
My suffering, now turns to fuel 

By the words that bind
To my child and wife 
It is them I must find 
And live the free life 

Our story has begun
Born a different hue 
This boy is my son
And a friend so true

In the water, the raft is carried
In the raft, we are afloat
With the secret I buried 
About the body in the boat

Soon the time will come  
To the boy I must tell
Before freedom I run 
Running together in hell

- Anonymous

Huck and Jim

Always seen always heard,
Never seen never heard,
Educated and adventurous, 
Ill-educated and trapped,
Unorthodox and ignorant, 
Passionate  and narrow minded,
Luck and good fortune, 
Odds will forever be against,
Controlling
Controlled
Chooses his choices
Choices are forced upon
“I’ll go to hell”
I’m already in hell
White and Privileged.
Black and Forgotten.
Rebellious 

- Anonymous

Image by Keanu Garcia 

Poetry Inspired by The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
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Runnin’ Blues
(Inspired by The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn)

Ran away from my father
I had to leave too
Goin’ down to the river for adventure
Guess I’ll follow you
Down the river!

They’re lookin’ for me down here
Well we better ought to go
If they catch me they’ll civilize me
They’ll treat me like cargo
Or worse!

Well then we better git goin’
They’re comin’ after me
Goin’ to Cairo to head north
Well we better ought to flee
Let’s go!

Travelin’ through the fog
How much longer will we be
We missed Cairo through the night
Goin’ back down the Mississippi
Despair

I didn’t realize you were lookin’ for your promised land
Just another promise ain’t kept
Now I understand
I guess we both got em’ runnin’ blues

- Luke Many

Anonymous
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To War We Go
(Inspired by The Things They Carried)

To war we go, drenched in pride,
With strength and hope to be our guide.
Off at sea, we head land bound;
A silent sleep, but still not sound.
A hazy feeling we cannot shake
All guns blaze when we awake.
We fight, we fall, we paralyze,
Crushed beneath the napalm skies.
A sea of eyes glazed over white,
We pray to make it through the night.
Our strength is but a deadly weight,
Our hope is gone, we’ve sealed our fate.
A silent sleep we wish we’d find
War is but a broken mind.

- Rosie Marchini
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To Watch a Little Sister Struggle

i love to brain her hair up
and get her curls out of her face
i love to read her my books to sleep
i wrap her up in a words quilt to keep her safe

i’d like to clean the place up
sweep the demons from her head
i’d like to sew my dominant hand to hers
so we could struggle together instead

i know i can’t relieve the weight of your world
it’s a shame that your world is so heavy
i would willingly crumble underneath
your pressure
as long as your heartbeat was steady

even if one day i lost all of me, 
i’m not sure i’d know what to do, 
all i am sure of is the promise i’ve made
to keep the love of life alive in you. 

- Isabella Ruiz



If Only 

We eat out, not in;
We’re strong, not weak;
We smile, not frown; 
We’re functional, not a labyrinth
We rise, not sink;
We’re bonded, not detached; 
We laugh, not cry;
We’re free, not trapped;
We talk, not yell;
We’re happy, not sad; 
We live in heaven, not hell;
We’re joyful, not mad;
If only… 

- Amira Lane

My Outdoor Home

To me, it’s this elusive complex place;
It chiefly takes up so much land;
And it's seemed so ugly to me, 
Because in my mind,
So many grotesque beings habitually shelter 
here;
And even humans commit the worst acts below 
it’s hair;
Maybe when I was as small as a desk, 
I saw it and fell fond of it,
But I lost that feeling when I saw the horrors of 
it;
The terror of it replaced all good, 
Leaving me biased and neglectful of something 
more;
Tip toeing the inconspicuous paths of this place, 
Dominated by green,
Fearing everything and nothing;
But as I grew and changed,
My perception of it changed too;
It’s an odd and unique bundle of everything, 
And nothing;
Where connected colors and patterns cling to 
my hair,
I can lay in the meadow, 
While little creatures crawl on and around me;
Fears vanish,
Did they exist?
And I begin to feel at one with it;
This intricate place,
 eclecticity dominated by a single color;
A place that is arresting to the soul; 
A place I call home.

- Amira Lane
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South Beach

Miami Florida, South Beach. 
Multimillionaires to regular civilians.
They wander the vibrant streets 

of South Beach.
With no aim, no agenda. 

Taking in the sunlight
Taking in the energy around 
Taking in the sights of South Beach 

Jet skis to million-dollar yachts, 
The waters of South Beach don’t judge
White tank tops to designer labels,
The streets of South Beach don’t judge.

- Tommy Rickles

Six Word Memoirs

Tick Tock, goes the clock forevermore 
My hands fly on the keyboard
My world, my powers, my life

War never changes, no matter what
Does life truly care about you?

I can’t stand quietness of deafness 
Hearing is easy, listening is harder 
My implants are important to me 

“Take Chances, Get Messy, Make Mistakes” 
History is important, today is here
Music is our ground for freedom

No one is alone in life
Do not let people use you

My soul aches for affection, love
Thank you, I’ll say goodbye soon. 

I’m about to fall apart again 
Stop being so childish now

Pick, Pick a Universe let’s go!
(I’m right here, right by your side) 

I know there’s things to change

- Temper Paine

Image by Giovanna Becerra Orellana
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Anxiety

I am not okay with this                               
I wonder if I could ever sleep in a bunk bed 

I hear someone trying to wake me up
I see the sky crying

I want to make my parents proud of me
I am not okay with this 

I pretend I am a princess
I feel my invisible friends trying to come through 

I touch the clouds
I worry to disappoint the people I love

I cry when others are sad 
I am not okay with this 

I understand I have to be strong for everyone
I say I try to be happy

I dream of making the world better
I try my best 

I hope for the success of my siblings
I am not okay with this

- Xiomara Chimbo
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Graduation

The only thing she’s looking forward to is graduation. 

Or should she not look forward to that either? 

False promises, hopes, and infatuations.

Is that what it will take to keep her?

She doesn’t care about the tears, or the celebration.

Even though her mascara will run, and her legs will collapse beneath her. 

She doesn’t know what she wants.

Because she’s not as original as she thought.

She doesn’t realize what she has.

Because her heart strings are pulled so taut. 

The only thing that can offer her some help,

Is the realization that after all this time,

No one’s been crueller to her than she’s been to herself.

And maybe if she had more time to climb,

It wouldn’t have taken eleven grades for her to see on her twelfth.

- Amalia Wompa  
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